We investigate the critical dynamics of spin superflow in an easy-plane antiferromagnetic spinor Bose-Einstein condensate. Spin-dipole oscillations are induced in a trapped condensate by applying a linear magnetic field gradient and we observe that the damping rate increases rapidly as the field gradient increases above a certain critical value. The onset of dissipation is found to be associated with the generation of dark-bright solitons due to the modulation instability of the counterflow of two spin components. Spin turbulence emerges as the solitons decay because of their snake instability. We identify another critical point for spin superflow, in which transverse magnon excitations are dynamically generated via spin-exchanging collisions, which leads to the transient formation of axial polar spin domains.
We investigate the critical dynamics of spin superflow in an easy-plane antiferromagnetic spinor Bose-Einstein condensate. Spin-dipole oscillations are induced in a trapped condensate by applying a linear magnetic field gradient and we observe that the damping rate increases rapidly as the field gradient increases above a certain critical value. The onset of dissipation is found to be associated with the generation of dark-bright solitons due to the modulation instability of the counterflow of two spin components. Spin turbulence emerges as the solitons decay because of their snake instability. We identify another critical point for spin superflow, in which transverse magnon excitations are dynamically generated via spin-exchanging collisions, which leads to the transient formation of axial polar spin domains.
The hallmark of a superfluid is its ability to flow without friction but the superflow becomes unstable above a certain critical velocity, generating excitations [1] . Detection of a finite critical velocity can serve as evidence of superfluidity and revealing its corresponding dissipation mechanism will improve our understanding of superfluidity. The questions regarding superflow stability become more interesting when a superfluid has internal spin degrees of freedom [2] . A superfluid has multiple superflow channels for mass and spin, and their interplay may allow new types of topological excitations, such as fractionalized quantum voritces [3] [4] [5] [6] and spin-textured solitons [7] [8] [9] , possibly leading to qualitatively different dissipation dynamics [10] [11] [12] . Furthermore, the mixed mass and spin characters might give rise to ambiguities in the unique determination of a critical velocity, particularly, when a system has spin-orbit coupling [13, 14] .
Critical spin superflow phenomena were first explored in experiments using superfluid helium-3, with the observation of phase slippage in a spin current [15] , and recently using two-component atomic Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) systems, which can be regarded as effective spin-1/2 superfluids, demonstrating counterflow instability [16] [17] [18] . A natural direction in which to extend the study is spinor BECs of spin-1 atoms [19] . In the presence of a uniform external magnetic field, two ground-state phases of the spin-1 BEC support spin superflow in their order parameter manifold: the brokenaxisymmetric phase (BA) for ferromagnetic interactions and the easy-plane polar (EPP) phase for antiferromagnetic interactions, where the BEC preserves spin rotation symmetry in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field and a spin superflow for axial magnetization can be manifested with a spin texture. The stability of helical spin textures in the BA phase has been experimentally investigated [20] , and it was found that a uniform spin flow spontaneously decays into an irregular pattern due to dipolar interactions. For the EPP phase, collective spin-dipole oscillations were recently observed * Electronic address: yishin@snu.ac.kr in a trapped BEC [21] , demonstrating the existence of a stable spin superflow.
In this paper, we investigate the critical spin superflow dynamics of a spin-1 antiferromagnetic BEC by examining the damping of spin-dipole oscillations for large oscillation amplitudes. We observe two critical phenomena: generation of dark-bright solitons, which is explained by the modulation instability of the counterflow of two spin components [16, 22] , and generation of transverse magnon excitations, which occurs via spin-exchanging collisions and leads to the transient formation of axial polar spin domains. We also observe the emergence of spin turbulence as the solitons decay and the axial polar spin domains relax into the EPP phase [23] [24] [25] . The results of this work establish spin superfluidity in the spin-1 antiferromagnetic BEC system and provide a comprehensive picture of the dissipation mechanisms in its spin sector.
Our experiment starts with the preparation of a BEC of ≈ 3.0 × 10 6 23 Na atoms in the |F, m F = |1, 0 hyperfine state. The condensate is confined in an optical dipole trap with trapping frequencies of {ω x , ω y , ω z } = 2π × {2.7, 3.9, 372} Hz and its Thomas-Fermi radii are {R x , R y , R z } ≈ {230, 160, 1.7} µm. For the peak atomic density n of the condensate, the density and spin healing lengths are given by ξ n = / √ 2mc 0 n ≈ 0.7 µm and ξ s = / √ 2mc 2 n ≈ 5.7 µm, respectively, where m is the atomic mass and c 0,2 denotes the density (spin) interaction coefficients [26] . Because ξ s > R z and ξ s R x,y , the spin dynamics of the condensate is effectively two-dimensional. We prepare the condensate first in the |m z = 0 state in an external magnetic field of B z = 30 mG and rotate the spin direction from the z-axis to the xy plane by applying a radio-frequency (rf) pulse. Then, we stabilize the EPP phase by immediately turning on a microwave field to tune the quadratic Zeeman energy to q/h ≈ −5.0 Hz [27] [28] [29] .
A spin superflow is generated by applying a linear magnetic field gradient B q = ∂|Bz| ∂x along the x direction, which gives the spin a spatially varying Lamor frequency, inducing a coplanar spin texture. B q is turned on before application of the rf pulse and kept constant [30] . magnetic field gradient is the shifting of the trap centers for the m z = ±1 spin components to opposite directions, which drives a spin-dipole motion of the trapped condensate [21] . B q is calibrated using the initial rate of increase of the spatial frequency of Ramsey interference fringes between the m z = ±1 spin components [31] . Figure 1 shows the magnetization distributions of the condensate at various hold times t after the rf pulse is applied for B q ≈ 0.6 mG/cm and 1.3 mG/cm, which are measured via spin-sensitive phase-contrast imaging [5, 32] . As t increases, magnetizations of opposite signs accumulate in each end of the condensate, indicating the generation of spin flow in the condensate. For low B q , the magnetization profile is restored back to the initial neutral flat profile after one oscillation period T [ Fig. 1(c) ] and continues to oscillate. For high B q , on the other hand, we observe that magnetization ripples, the length scale of which is on the order of a few ξ s , are generated as the two spin components separate from each other, and the magnetization profile cannot be fully restored to the initial state at t = T , exhibiting spatial fluctuations [ Fig. 1(g) ]. This shows that spin-dipole oscillations are damped at high spin flow velocity via the generation of collective spin excitations.
To quantify the damping of spin-dipole oscillations, we measure the time evolution of the separation D(t) along the x-axis between the center-of-mass positions of the two spin components by employing a Stern-Gerlach (SG) spin-separation imaging technique [21] . Defining the spin-dipole length The damping rate γ is observed to increase rapidly as B q increases over a certain value (Fig. 2) . A two-line fitting to the measurement data gives a critical point at B c q ≈ 0.9 mG/cm. In particular, we verify that the critical point is identical to the minimum B q , for which we can observe small-scale magnetic structures in the condensate at t ≈ π/ω [Figs. 1(b) and 1(f)]. Demonstrating a finite critical velocity for spin superflow, this result establishes the spin superfluidity of the spinor superfluid system. In the region of small B q < B c q , we observe a slight increase in γ with increasing B q , which we attribute to coupling to other low-lying spin excitation modes because of trap anharmonicity [21, 33] . The thermal fraction of the sample is less than 20%. At our lowest B q , the spin-dipole oscillation frequency is measured to be ω/ω x ≈ 0.19, which is consistent with the results in Ref. [21] .
In Fig. 3 , to examine the generation dynamics of collective spin excitations, we display a sequence of the density distributions of the m z = ±1 spin components for B q ≈ 1.3 mG/cm slightly above the critical point. At t ∼ 150 ms, density modulations along the spin flowing direction start appearing near the boundary of the overlap region of the two spin components. We verified that the condensate preserves a smooth density profile and that the density modulations of the two spin components are spatially anti-correlated. As the spin modulations are enhanced further, at t ∼ 250 ms, a localized magnetization lump having a fully polarized core is formed at the tip of the overlap region. While more ripples are generated along the boundary of the over- lap region, the magnetization lump propagates toward the center region, exhibiting its solitonic nature. This observation remarkably parallels the results of previous experiments with two-component BECs [16, 17] , where it was observed that dark-bright solitons are generated preferentially in the overlap interface of the two components above a critical counterflow velocity. Thus, we understand that the critical point observed for spin superflow arises from the modulation instability of the two counterflowing spin components [22] . From the analysis of the counterflow instability of a homogeneous binary superfluid [35] , we find that the lower bound for the critical relative velocity is given by v c1 = 2 c 2ñ /m, whereñ is the effective two-dimensional column density [36] , and that v c1 is not sensitive to spin polarization p. Taking into account the local density, we obtain v c1 ≈ 0.4 mm/s for the region where the first soliton is generated. At t ∼ 200 ms, i.e., the time at which the magnetization ripples develop, the propagation speed of the boundary of the overlap region is measured to be v b ≈ 0.38 mm/s, and the local spin polarization 
FIG. 4:
Images of the mz = −1 spin component at various hold times for Bq ≈ 1.6 mG/cm. Solitons are progressively generated along the boundary of the overlap region. As the solitons decay into small segments due to their snake instability, a spin turbulence state forms in the center region. p = (n + − n − )/(n + + n − ) around the first soliton formation position is |p| ∼ 0.3. Assuming zero net mass flow, the local relative velocity between two spin components is estimated to be v r = 2v b /(1 + |p|) ∼ 0.6 mm/s, which is slightly higher than v c1 [37] . For a better quantitative comparison, it might be necessary to include the two-dimensional elliptical geometry of the condensate. Figure 4 shows image data for higher B q ≈ 1.6 mG/cm. After the first dimple-shaped soliton is generated at the tip of the overlap region, many dark-bright solitons are progressively generated along the boundary of the overlap region. In the two-dimensional geometry, the solitons decay into small segments via their snake instability [39, 40] . The length of the small segments is approximately 15 µm ∼ 3ξ s in the center region of the condensate. Eventually, a turbulence state having a complex magnetization pattern is formed in the center region. The emergence of turbulence was theoretically anticipated in a counterflowing binary superfluid system [23, 24] .
In our experiment, for high B q ≥ 1.8 mG/cm, we observe another critical phenomenon in which the m z = 0 spin component is created in a spin flow via spin-mixing collisions (Fig. 5) . This process corresponds to the dynamic generation of transverse magnons, which are gapped excitations in a stationary EPP state. A condensate with a homogeneous spin current can be de-
T , where ψ 1,0,−1 denote the wave functions of the m z = 1, 0, −1 spin components, respectively, and the spin flow velocity is v r = 2 k 0 /m. The Bogoliubov analysis of this spin-current-carrying state yields a transverse magnon mode, δΨ ∝ (0, e ikx , 0) T , with energy spectra of E k = ( k + q )( k + q + 2c 2 n) [25, 41] , where |q|− k0 . The gap energy is given by ∆ g = q (q + 2c 2 n) for k = 0, and it decreases with increasing k0 . When k0 > |q|, i.e., v r > v c2 = 8|q|/m, ∆ 2 g < 0, which means that the spin-current-carrying state becomes dynamically unstable and thus able to generate transverse magnons. It is observed that the m z = 0 component is initially created with a smooth spatial pattern in the center region of low |p|. This result is consistent with the Bogoliubov analysis results, in which the most unstable mode occurs at k = 0 and the gap energy increases with increasing |p|.
In Fig. 5 , the fractional population η 0 of the m z = 0 spin component is displayed as a function of tB q . In all our measurements for high B q ≥ 1.8 mG/cm, η 0 shows sudden onset behavior at tB q ≈ 0.4 s·mG/cm. Ignoring the effects of the trapping potential and atom interactions, the relative velocity of the m z = ±1 spin components can be approximated to be v r = (µ B /m)tB q . Our measurement results suggest that v r ≈ 0.9 mm/s at the critical point, which is in good agreement with the prediction of v c2 = 0.83 mm/s for |q|/h = 5 Hz. Under our experimental conditions, v c1 < v c2 for the peak atom density. This means that the modulation instability of spin superflow is incurred in the center region before transverse magnon excitations are generated, and we infer that for a homogeneous system, the dynamic instability for generating magnon excitations is stronger than the modulation instability [25] . At the boundary of the overlap region, solitons are already created [ Fig. 5  inset (i) ].
The turbulence state involving the m z = 0 spin component is qualitatively different from that shown in Fig. 4 for lower B q . Because of its immiscibility to the m z = ±1 components [42] , the generated m z = 0 component forms axial polar spin domains, wherein spin flow is completely absent. Then, the spin domains, having an excitation energy of |q| with respect to the ground EPP state, dynamically relax with decreasing m z = 0 population, resulting in an irregular spin texture. The quench dynamics of the axial polar phase for negative q were investigated in our recent work [43] .
In conclusion, we have investigated the critical spin superflow dynamics of an antiferromagnetic spinor BoseEinstein condensate and observed two critical phenomena: 1) dark-bright soliton generation due to the modulation instability of counterflowing spin components and 2) transverse magnon generation via spin-exchange collisions. An interesting extension of this work is to investigate the case of |q| → 0, where a simple extrapolation of our result predicts v c2 → 0 [25] , i.e., the absence of spin superfluidity.
